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Distribution-A band of Penholoway formation fringes
the Wicomico formation. It roughly parallels the present
coast but crosses the peninsula somewhere near the latitude
of Tampa.

Stratigraphic relations-As the Penholoway formation was
deposited in a sea made somewhat smaller by the withdrawal
from the Wicomico shore line at 100 feet above present sea
level to a new one at 70 feet, the formation lies conformably
on the Wicomico except where the sea bottom remained bare
during Wicomico time. This may have been the condition
at many places offshore or far from sources of sand or silt.
Similarly, Penholoway time was terminated by a further
withdrawal to 42 feet, and such Penholoway deposits as then
remained submerged were covered conformably by the Talbot
formation.

Paleo'geography-With the fall of the sea from the
Wicomico to the Penholoway level, the Wicomico islands
fused into a longer peninsula, which extended southward
about to the Highland-Glades County line. The shore line,
at an altitude near 70 feet above present sea level, lay close
to the present coast at the western extremity of the State but
farther back elsewhere. It appears to have been much em-
bayed in the central part of the peninsula. Its generalized
outline is shown in figure 45. The water was nearly 70 feet
deep over the present Everglades and near the present coast.
Deposition of sand and silt probably did not extend very far
from shore.

Fauna-No fossils have been reported from the Penholoway
deposits in Florida.'

Utilization-The Penholoway formation may include
workable deposits of sand and brick clay.

KTCAL DETAILS

Alachua County-Payne Prairie and several lake basins lie
within the limits of the Penholoway terrace. It is not now
apparent whether the slightly higher land surrounding them,
in which they have been entrenched by subterranean solu-
tion, represents the shallow sea bottom of Penholoway time,
or whether it is a lacustrine terrace that owes its concordant
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